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"Right Place, Right Time" (or "Right Time, Right Place" as sung in the UK) is the lead single from the
2012 album, Right Place Right Time by Olly Murs. The song became Murs' best-selling single ever at
debuting at number 1 for the issue dated December 26, 2012, beating Sam Smiths "Lights" which
peaked at number 2. According to Billboard, "Right Place, Right Time" became Murs' best-selling
single in the week ending December 20, 2012, with combined sales of 70,000. Notes Category:Olly
Murs songs Category:2012 songs Category:2012 debut singles Category:Funk songsQueensland's
highways won't have tolls for the foreseeable future, according to a new report from the Transport &
Main Roads Minister. Despite calls from some motorists for the state to consider introducing any
number of different tolling models, Mr Palaszczuk said the report looked at three different systems -
electronic tolling, lower speed tolling, and higher speed tolling. He said Queensland had done a
"really thorough" analysis of what tolling might look like in the future, including in the case of the
outer-suburbs of Brisbane where the tolls are being trialled. "We say no to tolling in the foreseeable
future, but are open to tolling after that," Mr Palaszczuk said. "The transport department has spent a
lot of time doing a lot of work on it." The report said while there would be scenarios under which
tolling would be "impractical or uneconomic", Queensland would not consider tolling in the near
future. "Queensland is unlikely to consider tolling in the near future as it would require significant
investment in the existing infrastructure," the report said. "Queensland's major public investment in
road infrastructure is currently at the 'build first fix later' stage." The Government has previously
indicated they will explore tolling once the roads network can support tolling, particularly in
suburban areas. Outer-suburban Brisbane trial coming to an end Brisbane motorists will continue to
pay tolls on the M1 and M7 tolling lanes, which started late last year, until at least the middle of this
year, while they wait for the new Government-run Brisbane City Council to receive its latest budget.
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